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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Our goal and roadmap ahead is to use automated, decentralized and scalable multi-chain technology
to build an IDO platform that differs from its competitors in terms of its uniqueness of legal
institutional investors.
A fair launch, integrated vesting schedule and tier system in staking functions are part of our
development designed to maintain and grow the IDOSOL token price over time. Whereas the IDO
platform is built for institutional investors to kickstart and raise funds for various projects, retail
investors can also take part of IDOSOL growth by acquiring tradable tokens in exchanges.
Future services include consulting, onboarding, marketing, security and development of new tokens
and projects incubated on the IDOSOL platform.
The team has wide expertise in various aspects of blockchain, data protection and security and API;
from Estonia to Silicon Valley.
IDOSOL has set sail to embark on a journey towards a new dawn by embedding the word “Trust”
towards the exchanges in the decentralized world of blockchain by introducing brand new
transparent policies and regulations leveraging Binance Smart Chain utilizing its tremendous
transaction processing capabilities via the launch of their BEP-20 “IDO” token.

We wish you all success together with us!
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INTRODUCTION
IDOSOL is the bridge to this completely new world of
fundraising
across
all
smart-contract-based
blockchains. IDOSOL is developing a cross-chain
Launchpad and start-up incubator ecosystem based on
blockchain technology.

INVESTMENTS MADE EASY
Our platform focuses on convenience for both incubating projects
and investors. Here are the five pillars that make IDOSOL unique:
•
•
•
•
•

Simplicity and customer attentiveness.
Licenses and compliance services that make institutional
investments applicable.
Segmentation according to different fields of investments
which make investment decisions easy.
Index tokens that make up convenient investment portfolios in
different fields according to the best performance tokens on
the market.
Support for incubating projects (whitepaper, tokenomics, code
audit, marketing etc).

IDOSOL Launchpad isn’t just a platform for making
tokens available for sales; instead, it also serves as an
advisory perspective for upcoming projects. IDOSOL
helps streamline, motivate, and mentor upcoming
crypto projects with their experience and insights.
We utilise our Token Assessment Framework to assess
every aspect of a blockchain project. This assessment
provides organisations with independently verified
information to enable informed decision-making on
projects. Information generated by our Token
Assessment Framework is used by our exchange
partners to inform listing decisions, and high-quality
projects are referred to our investor networks.
IDOSOL is a new and innovative entrant to the
launchpad space, IDOSOL is a platform where they
launch hand-picked projects and allow investors to
participate in a transparent and assured token sale
process.
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VISION
Some of the key factors that IDOSOL will consider for upcoming projects are:
•
•
•
•
•

Project development roadmap and whitepaper
Possibility of large-scale adoption
Dedicated and experienced team
Opportunity to benefit from the expansion of the wider crypto ecosystem
Once projects go through a selection process, active IDOSOL users can participate in project bids and
investments.

Moreover, before investing in any project, users can do their own research via the IDOSOL platform, where they
can find all the key details of the project, such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Project metrics
The team behind it
Tokenomics
Overview and use-cases
Roadmap, updates, and business development
Updated development progress
Activity and a community overview
Community and social channels

•

IDOSOL will be developing and deploying the IDO on their own platform to pack the initial liquidity for the
investors so that users can start with the trade as soon as the token is issued on the market. IDO will be
providing the Staking utility for its token so that the users can reap the benefits of Staking the IDO. Reward
coins can also be Staked further to build up a Yield cycle and compile hefty rewards.
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VISION
There’s no definitive way to success, each effort is worthless in such a competitive environment.
One of the core elements of an effective strategy is creating a decent IDO whitepaper.
The first thing to have in mind is that a whitepaper is neither an essay nor a scientific work. It’s
more like a business plan that should comply with a number of criteria:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Proven innovation
Market situation description
Competitive advantages
Relevant to the project’s potential
Relevant to the market scale
General description of business processes
Token functions and tokenomics
The value of the token is evident
Structured and integral product
Unleashing and selling the idea
Design

Independent Due Diligence
Projects and investors alike face difficulties in differentiating innovative and quality token projects
from those of lower quality, and often scam projects in the market. IDOSOL Launchpad helps to
mitigate this risk through our Independent Due Diligence Services.
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WHAT PROBLEMS WE SOLVE
For token projects - IDOSOL is supported and backed by the community, influencers, and
marketing partners to help your project make it in front of the investors.
For investors - All the crypto projects on the IDOSOL Launchpad are hand-picked, and they go
through a very rigorous vetting process to increase investors' confidence and protect their
interests.

IDOSOL aims to become a safer platform where investors can select the hand-picked and vetted
projects without worrying about a rug pull or an exit scam. This doesn’t just end here however;
IDOSOL Launchpad offers distinctive features that differentiate it from the rest of the
ecosystem players.
Our goal is simple: use Automated, Decentralized, Scalable multi-chain technology to build an
IDO platform that differs from its competitors in terms of its uniqueness and the feature of legal
institutional investors. An IDO refers to Initial Dex Offering which involves launching a coin or
token via a decentralized liquidity exchange. IDO offers better liquidity at every level, enabling
immediate access to liquidity and trading. This is the perfect solution for new projects to launch
a token and access immediate funds. IDO enables the users to trade immediately. This ensures
the users / investors can buy their tokens quickly when launched and re-sell them at a much
higher price later during the course of the IDO.
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SOLUTIONS
Chain support – IDOSOL supports BSC BEP-20 token development.

Tier and Reputation. One of the biggest problems faced by the pre-sale round of a token is price
manipulation. IDOSOL Launchpad has a tier-based reputation system that monitors each participant's
behavior and assigns reputation points. Any malicious activity will affect the participant's reputation and
their ability to participate in subsequent launches.
Fairness. If you have participated in an ERC-20 token pre-sale, you might have heard the term 'gas war,'
where participants bid higher gas prices to discourage small investors from participating in the pre-sale.
IDOSOL Launchpad has resolved this issue and implemented a lane-based swap system that allows each
participant to get an opportunity to join based on their tier.
Integrated vesting schedule. Unlike other launchpads, IDOSOL Launchpad has a distribution portal that
will allow projects to vest their tokens in pre-sale or post-sale secondary offerings.
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SOLUTIONS
Thank you for taking the time to read these thoughts from the IDO Solutions team. We sincerely
hope that no matter who you are and/or represent, that you will enjoy the services and utilities
provided by the IDO Solutions professionals.
Our goal and roadmap is simple: use Automated, Decentralized, Scalable multi-chain technology
to build an IDO platform that differs from its competitors in terms of its uniqueness and the
feature of legal institutional investors.
An IDO refers to Initial Dex Offering which involves launching a coin or token via a decentralized
liquidity exchange. IDO offers superior liquidity at every level, enabling immediate access to
liquidity and trading. This is the perfect solution for new projects to launch a token and access
immediate funds.
IDO enables the users to trade immediately. This ensures the users / investors can buy their
tokens quickly when launched and re-sell them at a much higher price later during the course of
the IDO.
IDOSOL has set sail to embark on a journey towards a new dawn by embedding the word “Trust”
into the exchanges in the decentralized world of blockchain and introducing brand new
transparent policies and regulations leveraging Binance Smart Chain utilizing its tremendous
transaction processing capabilities via the launch of their BEP-20 “IDO” token.
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TECHNICAL & LEGAL STACK
IDOSOL could transform society through upending industries,
structures, and traditional business models. In this ecosystem
we believe that entrepreneurs with the drive, talent and
ambition should be given every opportunity to succeed and
grow their ventures. That’s why our team works alongside
companies at any stage of the token launching process to
ensure they are optimally placed to succeed.

Token Economics and Structure
Within most blockchain projects the choice of token
and its use within the project ecosystem is a critical
element of its success. We work closely with clients and
recommend tokens based on their goals and the
ecosystem’s specific requirements. This includes
experience with security tokens, utility tokens and
stablecoins.

Strategy & Consulting
The cornerstone of any high-quality project is a tailored
market strategy and strong business model. We assist our
clients by delivering deep business insights, comprehensive
market analysis, and exchange listing expertise. These factors
combine to ensure that your project rises above the
competition and is well positioned to disrupt the marketplace.

Technical Testing & Stability
A security breach into a project’s infrastructure could
significantly reduce confidence in its token and
irreparably harm its future value. That’s why in addition
to token creation and blockchain deployment we
conduct security penetration testing, smart contract
auditing, and assess blockchain stability. This adds a
new level of confidence to a token from both the
company’s and the investor’s perspective, creating
greater stability, reliability and increasing capital gain
capabilities.

Legal, Regulatory and Tax
Token generation events can lead to complex regulatory requirements and unclear tax obligations, especially when investors
come from a myriad of countries. To simplify this process and provide clarity and security, we partner with organisations that
are specialized to provide this advice and structure a company’s legal and tax requirements. This allows you to focus on
what’s important – growing your business and giving it the best possible opportunity to prosper.
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BUSINESS BENEFITS
IDOSOL also provides venture capitalist advisors and partners, technical experts, angel investors, and
experienced blockchain entrepreneurs. IDOSOL will use the network to grow our early stage incubated
start-ups - with the goal to turn them into global projects, and allow IDO token holders to connect with
those projects as part of our Launchpad.
IDOSOL Launchpad benefits and opportunities for startups
• Ability to create your own token to organize your project funding.
• Possibility to get support and help in compiling whitepaper.
• Opportunity to get support and help in creating the best tokenomics model.
• Opportunity to list your project on the IDOSOL platform.
• Opportunity to receive support and assistance in listing public trading platforms.
• Opportunity to get support and help in finding advertising channels.
• Opportunity to receive part of the funding of seed investors in our community.
IDOSOL Launchpad benefits for an investor
• Early opportunities for interaction and investment.
• Early visibility into venture teams and tech trends.
• New investment opportunities based on sound intellectual property rights are based on science and
research.
• Exceptionally customer-centric teams, proven customer need, problem-solution fit and customer
commitment.
• Enables everyone to become an investor and the opportunity to raise and increase their existing
capital on an equal footing.
• To make investment fair and equal to all.
• Given the size of their investment, we have designed our platform model to offer both small and
large capitalization investors the opportunity to invest themselves.
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NETWORK
TOKEN NAME
TOKEN SYMBOL
TOTAL SUPPLY

BSC
IDOSOL Launchpad
IDOSOL
500 000 000
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ROADMAP

Road Map - Phase 3
March 2022

Road Map - Phase 2
February 2022

Road Map - Phase 1
January 2022

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Assembling the team and key
people
Creation of the idea
Whitepaper
Project principles defined
Social Media Launch
Website Launch
Core IT team recruitment
Seed sale

• Strategic partnerships in place
• Working BSC BEP-20 based solution
• Creating a smart contract according to the
tokenomics model
• Launching the IDOSOL platform
• Development of platform security
measures
• Token contract audit
• IDO token integration on the IDOSOL
platform
• Staking functions release

• Solution architecture and security
optimization
• Launch of IDOSOL token for public sale
• KYC integration
• IDO listing on ohter Lauchpad platform
and on public exchange
• First project launch
• Governance model revealed
• Legal aspects and regulatory compliance
• Platform roadmap the first goal release

The roadmap for IDOSOL is far more inclusive than just the IDOSOL incubator and Launchpad. Following our IDO token generation event, the team will be working
on developing an entire DeFi ecosystem, with all the tools needed for our network and token holders to engage with the crypto world in one secure, simple and
convenient place. Project may be subject to additional financial services licenses, regulations and have risks. Please see our disclosure section at the end of this
Whitepaper for additional information on our webpage https://idosol.info/.
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THE FOLLOWING OBJECTIVES AND THE ROADMAP IN 2022

IDOSOL PLATFORM
IDOSOL TOKEN

TECHNOLOGY
AND
BLOCKCHAIN
•

A portfolio of
technology tokens
Technology sector

SCIENCE AND
HEALTHCARE
•

A portfolio of
science tokens
science and
healtcare sector

FINTECH
PLATFORMS
•

A portfolio of
platforms tokens
platforms sector

GAMING AND
GAMBLING,
eSPORTS

NFT AND
STAKING
•

A portfolio of NFT
and staking
tokens staking
and NFT sector

•

A portfolio of
gaming and
gambling tokens
gambling and
gaming sector

ENERGY

•

A portfolio of
energy tokens
energy sector

All these Index tokens combine 5 to 10 best performing and/or potential growth tokens in these fields,
some of them as brand new projects and some have proven the test of time and use case to balance the
portfolio.
The fields are sub-categorized as Aggressive, Medium and Stabile versions, where Aggressive has higher
risk and reward ratio compared to Medium and Stabile, and Stabile portfolio is combined based on bigger
market cap tokens which tend to have less volatility and potentially lower, but stable growth patterns.

ADDITIONAL OPPORTUNITES AND BENEFITS
INDEX TOKENS

We have noticed a demand for making
investment decisions easy whilst maintaining
profitability. Index portfolios can not guarantee
the discovery of the next best buy on the
market, but does help to diminish the probability
of missing out on it by combining various
projects under the same index portfolio. This
also helps to optimize investor’s fund instead of
contributing on each individual projects but to
conclude investments in one or few of the
preferred areas:
•
•
•
•
•

Technology Index token.
Science and healthcare Index token.
Platform and launchpad Index token.
Gaming and Metaverse Index token.
Energy Index token.

TECHNOLOGY
BLOCKCHAIN

SCIENCE AND
HEALTHCARE

ENERGY

IDOSOL
PLATFORMS

NFT AND
STAKING

FINTECH
GAMING AND
GAMBLING
eSPORTS

FOUNDERS AND OPERATING TEAM

Gilbert Pardla

Janar Veiksaar

PROJECT LEAD

TECHNICAL ADMINISTRATOR

Gustav Poola

Marat Kasparov

Andres Lüiste

STRATEGIC KNOW-HOW

MARKET ANALYST

CTO

Toomas Väli
SALES & MARKETING

Ave Oja
HEAD OF SERVICES

ADVISORS

Asse Sauga

Tanel Pajuri

Astra Tikas

BLOCKCHAIN EXPERT

SOCIAL MEDIA EXPERT

BUSINESS RELATIONS

Arvi Perv

Daniil Savitski

BUSINESS RELATIONS

LEGAL

Geir Põder
WEB DESIGN

Richard Keskküla
NFT AND GAMING

Henry Keskküla
NFT AND GAMING

PARTNERS
ESTONIAN
CRYPTOCURRENCY
ASSOCIATION
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CONTACTS

WEB:

https://idosol.info

Launchpad platform:

https://idosol.net

E-mail:

info@idosol.info

Investment proposals:

info@idosol.info

Linkedin:

https://www.linkedin.com/company/idosol

Twitter:

https://twitter.com/idosol_

YouTube:

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC3C23H9u30_2-wKPN6JflJA

Telegram Announcement:

https://t.me/IDOSOL

Telegram Information:

https://t.me/IDODOLINFO

Discord:
Medium:

https://idosol.medium.com

Facebook:

https://www.facebook.com/Idosol-100177635906100
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DISCLAIMER
This Litepaper that describes IDOSOL's business objectives may not do so in full or definitively. The IDOSOL team takes precautions in securing its

brand and protects investors, and does so by applying the same standards when inspecting other projects that use it in the IDOSOL Launchpad.
IDOSOL does not endorse or recommend cryptocurrencies or tokens bought, sold or held by you or any other person. Always make your own decision,
investigate and perform your due diligence to determine a project success prospects. The information provided in this Litepaper does not constitute
financial advice, trading advice, investment advice, legal advice or any advice and you should not take this into account. It is the responsibility of each
person (or any other token offered on the IDOSOL site). IDOSOL Launchpad makes every effort to comply with all relevant laws and regulations
applicable in this area. Always make sure you follow your local laws and regulations before making a purchase. By joining the IDOSOL Launchpad
platform, you agree that you will not do so to purchase any security or investment. The team also states that it is not responsible for any damages or
taxes that may result from your transaction. You also agree that the team will provide a token "as is" on the platform and will not be required by law
to provide support or services. You should not have any form of expectations, including warranties, expectations regarding price, functionality, or
future feasibility of any IDOSOL platform and network-launched tokens in offers and terms. The information contained in this Lite Paper may apply
from time to time. IDOSOL makes no representations or warranties as to the accuracy or completeness of the information contained therein from
Litepaper and has no obligation to update or update the information or forecasts contained in this Lite Paper. Also, IDOSOL does not provide
information on possible Risk Factors, Forecasts and does not provide assessments, plans or other information about the included projects. Forwardlooking statements about IDOSOL are the subject many risks, uncertainties, changing circumstances and other factors that may cause actual results,
actions and opportunities to differ materially from any forecasts and plans or forward-looking statements. Such risks and uncertainties may include
existing competition and future laws and regulations, securities obligations and laws, as well as not taking responsibility for hiring sufficient
management and staff, may be affected by general economic conditions, rapid technological change, cost overruns, delays in bringing products or
services to market, marketing failures, market penetration difficulties, failures product or service development, lack of necessary regulatory
requirements and coordination, insufficient funding, lack of capital, problems with strategic partners and business relationships, unproven business
models, unfavorable developments affecting customers and end users, fluctuations in securities markets and valuations, delays and legal obligations,
failure to obtain and maintain intellectual property or property rights and maladministration.
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